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1 Main Code: Encryption and Decryption

This code can encrypt N messages onto a single ciphertext with N seperate keys.
The keys must be of at least length 3. The encrypt function randomly varries
bit by bit the ”main” message, or root message, which I also call the ”king bit”.
I have tried it with 5 messages or so. the code is very slow, very very. The
number of messages does not seem to drastically affect the computation time,
but I have not run any tests.

Encryption and decryption are done like this:

ciphertext = encrypt(’message1’,’key1’,’message2’,’key2’,....,’messageN’,’keyN’)

messageN = decrypt(ciphertext,’keyN’)

Dont forget the single quotes for all text strigns in matlab. the ciphertext is a
floating point number, the keys and cleartexts/messages are ascii.

1.1 encrypt.m

function ciph = encrypt(varargin);

m = nargin/2;

for j=1:m

jm = j-1 + j;

real{j} = ascii2bin(varargin{jm});

jk = 2*j;

[rr,rrn,nxx] = phash(varargin{jk});

k{j} = [rr,rrn,nxx];

end

nspace = linspace(0,1,13);

for j=1:m

r(j) = k{j}(1);
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nx(j) = k{j}(3);

rn(j) = k{j}(2);

end

for e=1:numel(real{1}) %main loop, bit by bit we encrypt

king = randint(1,1,[1,m]);

a = [];

b = [];

li = 1:m;

li(king) = [];

for j=1:m-1

if real{li(j)}(e) == 1

a(li(j)) = .5;

b(li(j)) = 1;

else

a(li(j)) = 0;

b(li(j)) = .5;

end

end

for j=1:m

nx(j) = nx(j)*(1-nx(j))*rn(j); %gen n sequence

n(j)= sum(nx(j)>nspace) + 6;

end

wo = 0;

while wo==0

x = genent(real{king}(e),r(king)); %generate initial encoding as random value from attractor

xv = gentree(x,r(king),n(king));

en = 1:numel(xv);

for j=1:numel(xv)

ki = randint(1,1,[1,numel(en)]);

x2 = xv(en(ki));

en(ki) = [];

suc = [];

for jj=1:m-1 %%

x2i = x2;

for j=1:n(li(jj))

x2i = r(li(jj))*(1-x2i)*x2i;

end

if (x2i>a(li(jj)))&&(x2i<b(li(jj)))

suc(li(jj)) = 1;

else
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suc(li(jj)) = 0;

end

end

if (sum(suc) == m-1)&&(x2 ~= 0)

ciph(e) = x2;

wo = 1;

break

end

if (j==numel(xv))&&(sum(suc) ~= m-1)

wo =0;

end

end

end

e/numel(real{1}) %progress meter

end

end

1.2 decrypt.m

As you can see this is much simpler, decryption is MUCH faster than encryption
with this algorithm. The computation is much more straightforward when one
is decrypting.

function mess = decrypt(ciph,k1)

[ r,rn,nx] = phash(k1);

nspace = linspace(0,1,13);

for kk=1:numel(ciph)

x = ciph(kk);

nx = nx*(1-nx)*rn;

n= sum(nx>nspace) + 6;

for j=1:n

x = r*(1-x)*x;

end

dec(kk) = x;

if (dec(kk)<.5)

msg(kk) = 0;

else

msg(kk) = 1;

end

end

mess = bin2ascii(msg);
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end

1.3 gentree.m

This is a subsidiary function that generates the nth iterative set of the inverse
logistic map for initial value x and parameter r. In other words, you give it
initial conditions x and n and it gives you a list of every state that will lead to
the state x in n steps with the logistic map.

function xv = gentree(x,r,n)

xv = x;

for j=1:n %generate ciphertext

xv2 = [];

for k=1:numel(xv)

x = xv(k);

l = 1./2./r.*(r+(r.^2-4.*r.*x).^(1/2));

rr = 1./2./r.*(r-(r.^2-4.*r.*x).^(1/2));

if isreal(rr)&&isreal(l)

xv2 = [xv2 rr l];

elseif isreal(rr)

xv2 = [xv2 rr];

elseif isreal(l)

xv2 = [xv2 l];

else

end

end

xv = xv2;

end

end

2 Subsidiary Code

This is a function for mapping binary onto values of the attractor for the logistic
map for a given r. It takes binary value d and parameter r and generates a list
of values from the attractor by iterating the map with random initial conditions.
It maps 0→ [0, .5] and 1→ [.5, 1] attempting to make random choices. Overall,
this piece of code is the worst hack in this document, just to let you know.

2.1 genent.m

function a = genent(d,r)
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x = rand;

for j=1:1000

t(j) = x;

x = x*(1-x)*r;

end

if d == 1

k= round(rand*500)+300;

while t(k) < .5

k = k+1;

end

a = t(k);

end

if d == 0

k= round(rand*500)+300;

while t(k) > .5

k = k+1;

end

a = t(k);

end

end

2.2 phash.m

This hashes a password of length 3 or greater into the parameters needed to
construct our paramter crypto key. This is a simple hack, not to be taken
seriously. It does its job, but no thought about security was put in here at
all. k1 is a string and the outputs are the parameter for the encryption, and
parameters to generate our sequence of n values that we will use each bit.

function [ r,rn,nx] = phash(k1)

m = numel(k1);

inc = round(m/3);

la = m - 2*inc;

r = 3.9 + sum(k1(1:inc)-30)/(980*inc) + sum(k1)/(m*98000);

rn = 3.9 + sum(k1((inc+1):(2*inc))-30)/(980*inc) + sum(k1)/(m*98000);

nx = sum(k1((2*inc+1):end)-30)/(98*la) - sum(k1)/(m*98000);

end

2.3 ascii2bin.m

Simple script to turn ascii into its binary equivalent. the output is a double,
but made of only 1s and zeros. Matlab likes to use strings to represent binary
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it seems, but this is inconvienent and confusing. So I made this.

function real = ascii2bin(reala)

real = [];

for j=1:numel(reala)%encode to binary

tmp = dec2bin(reala(j));

if numel(tmp) < 7

for mm=1:(7-numel(tmp))

tmp = [’0’ tmp];

end

end

for k=1:numel(tmp)

real = [real str2num(tmp(k))];

end

end

end

2.4 bin2ascii.m

Same as above bu reverse. Gives you a text string in exchange for a binary
string that you have as a array of doubles, ones and zeros stores as floats.

function mess = bin2ascii(msg)

msgd = ’’;

for j=1:numel(msg)

msgd = [msgd num2str(msg(j)) ] ;

if mod(j,7) == 0

mess(j/7) = char(bin2dec(msgd));

msgd = ’’;

end

end

end
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